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UNIT 1: PROCESS OF PROGRAMMING
Historical development of C
Dennis Ritchie of Bell Laboratory USA developed “C” in 1972.
Dennis Richie and Ken Thompson used it to designing the UNIX operating system.
“C” came from Ken Thompson's “B” language (BCPL-Basic Combined Programming Language).
Until 1978, C was confined to use within Bell Laboratories. In 1978, when Brian
Kernighan and Ritchie published a description of the language, known as “k & rc” computer
professionals got impressed with C’s many desirable features.
By mid 1980s, popularity of C increased. The important point is that C was created as a
tool for working programmers, later turned as a useful programming language.
In the summer of 1983 a committee was established to create an ANSI (American
National Standards Institute) standard that would define the C language. The standardization
process took six years. The ANSI C standard was finally adopted in December 1989, with the
first copies becoming available in early 1990. The standard was also adopted by
ISO (International Standards Organization), and the resulting standard was typically referred to
as ANSI/ISO Standard C in 1995.

Features of C








C is reliable, simple and Easy to use programming Language.
C is case sensitive language.
Capital letters are different than small letters (Ex. ‘A’ is different than ‘a’)
C is Middle level language, some authors refers C as High level language.
C is Platform Independent language run on all operating system like windows,
UNIX, LINUX etc.
C is compact, fast, powerful language
C is portable language - C program written on one computer can be run on another
computer with proper steps of compilation and execution.
C supports concept of modular programming or structural programming.
C provides the ability to split large programming tasks into separate modules.
C is also used for many commercial programs where speed of program execution is
important.
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Importance of C
The major important factors of C language are as follows:
 C is reliable, simple and Easy to use programming Language.
 C is the base language for some of other programming language like as C++, Java etc.
 To understand Object Oriented features of C++, Java etc. one must be familiar with
C programming language.
 The operating systems like UNIX,LINUX, Windows are written in C language
 C is used in compiler designing. Ex.GNU compiler used in UNIX, LINUX.
 The Device driver programs usually written in C programming language.
 Some home appliances like Microwave Oven, Washing machines, Mobile phones,
PDA’s, Digital Camera’s etc, are the embedded system devices their operating
programs are usually written in C programming Language.
 Most of the Games, 3D animations are written in C.
 Simulation Software’s like Matlab need basic knowledge of C programming
language.
 C Programs runs faster as well as consumes a very less memory compare to other
language programs.
 C is used in Some of PC applications.
 C used in Robotics.
 Some examples of the use of C might be −
o Operating Systems
o Language Compilers
o Assemblers
o Text Editors
o Print Spoolers
o Network Drivers
o Modern Programs
o Databases
o Language Interpreters
o Utilities
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Editing, Compiling, Error Checking, executing, testing and Debugging
We generally write a computer program using a high-level language. A high-level
language is one which is understandable by us humans. It contains words and phrases from
the English (or other) language. To type your C program you need program called Editor. But a
computer does not understand high-level language. It only understands program written in
0's and 1's in binary , called the machine code. A program written in high-level
language is called a source code. We need to convert the source code into machine
code and this is accomplished by compilers and interpreters. Hence, a compiler or an
interpreter is a program that converts program written in high-level language into
machine code understood by the computer.


Programming Languages uses following in built programs
Compiler – It is a software program which converts the source program into
machine code taking complete program at a time
Interpreter – It is a software program converts the source program into machine
code taking program line by line for conversion
Linker – It is a software program used to link different modules of the program to
generate executable file
Debugger – A debugging tool or debugger is a software (that’s already
available in IDE) which allows programmers to stop a program at any point
and helps to detect and correct errors. When you have bugs in your program,
rather than scratching your head to And the bug, you can use debugger to
stop program at any point and the value of variables to detect the bug.
Knowing how to use a debugger is an important skill that every programmer
should learn.
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Types of Error


Syntax Error or Compiler Time Error - The errors occurs due to syntactical mistakes
while typing the program such as semicolon ( ; ) missing, wrong syntax of statements
loops, variable names mismatch, braces mismatch or missing { } , function parameter
mismatch etc.



Run Time Error or Logical Errors - Errors occurred due to wrong programming logic
such as divide by zero, improper looping condition, prototype missing , directory linking
errors, errors caused due to corrupted header and other important files etc.
Ex. The following statement generates a run-time error if Count has the value zero, since
division by zero is not mathematically defined.
Average = Total/Count;
Program Execution
Assuming that you are using a Turbo C or Turbo C++ compiler here are the steps that
you need to follow to compile and execute your first C program…







Start the compiler at C>prompt.
The compiler (TC.EXE is usually present in C:\TC\BINdirectory).
Select New from the File menu.
Type the program.
Save the program using F2under a proper name (say Program1.c).
Use to Alt + F9 compile and Ctrl + F9 execute the program.
Use Alt + F5 to view the output.

Figure. Internal operations of program execution
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Program Testing










Testing is the process of finding errors ("bugs") in a program.
Testing can increase your confidence that a program is error-free.
Testing can find the presence of errors, but, in general, cannot prove the absence of errors.
Testing small programs is much easier than testing large programs.
When testing code with branches, provide inputs that test all code sections of the if statement.
You should test your program with expected and unexpected (invalid) inputs:
o You should know how your program will perform with good data as well as bad data.
o Unexpected values may be negative, extremely large, or extremely small values.
You should test your program with boundary conditions values, i.e., values at and around a
value for which the behavior of a program should change.
When testing loops, provide inputs that cause the loop to repeat zero, one, and many times.

Program Debugging








Debugging is the process of locating and correcting errors in a program.
Debugging is problem-solving and often can be very challenging.
Thinking carefully about your program is often the best first step when debugging.
You can help minimize your time spent debugging by:
o Starting with a good program design,
o Coding carefully, and
o Testing your program as you write.
The development of good debugging skills comes from experience. Therefore, make sure you
learn from your mistakes.
A symbolic debugger is a tool for debugging code that allows you to examine your program's
behavior as it executes.

Basic Structure of C Program
The following figure shows basic structure of c program
/* Program to illustrate general structure of C program */
/*Global variables declaration; */
#include<stdio.h>
#include<conio.h>
Function prototype declaration;
void main()
{
/* body of program – it includes declaration of variables, constants etc.
statements, expressions, loops, function declaration */
getch();
}
Function definition (parameter list) /* Function is Optional */
{
/* Body of Function */
}
Figure 4.3 Basic Structure of C program
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Creating a simple C program
The C program written for above algorithm 4.1 and Flowchart figure4.1 is as follows
/* C Program for addition of two numbers */
/*ADD.C*/
#include<stdio.h>
#include<conio.h>
void main()
{
int a = 10, b = 20, c;
c=a+b;
clrscr();
printf(“Addition of a & b is = %d”,c);
getch();
}
Program1: Program for addition two numbers

Comments







In the above program the first line in the program starts with /* and ends with */.
Anything written between /* and */ is called a comment.
In the C Language comments used by programmer to read and understand a
program.
It is not a statement of the language.
The compiler ignores comments. It is a good practice to include comments in a
program which will help in understanding a program.
Comment can be of single line or multiple lines.

Preprocessor Directive

# include <stdio.h>
 This is called a preprocessor directive. It is written at the beginning of the program.
 The file stdio.h is a one header file (indicated by extension .h) contains the standard
input/output functions such as printf(), scanf() etc.
It commands to compiler that the contents of the file stdio.h should be included in
the program.
 The file conio.h is a another header file contains the console input/output functions
such as getch() – get character, clrscr()-clear screen etc.
 All preprocessor directives begin with Hash sign # which must be entered in the first
column.
 The # include line must not end with a semicolon.
 Only one preprocessor directive can appear in one line.
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Header files













Header files contain definitions of functions and variables which can be used into any C
program by using the pre-processor #include statement.
Standard header files are provided with the compiler
Header files covers a range of areas: string handling, mathematics, data conversion,
printing and reading of variables, etc.
To use any of the standard functions, the appropriate header file should be included.
This is done at the beginning of the C source file.
For example, to use the function printf(), scan() in a program, the line
#include <stdio.h>
should be at the beginning of the source file, because the declaration for printf() is
found in the file stdio.h.
All header files have the extension .h
Other header files examples
#include <string.h> - For String operations
#include <math.h> - For Mathematical opeartions
#include <conio.h> - For console input output operations like getch(), clrscr()
You can also use “ ” double quotes instead of angle brackets <>
Angle brackets <> informs the compiler to search the compiler’s include directories for
the specified file. The use of the double quotes " " around the filename informs the
compiler to start the search in the current directory for the specified file.
main ( ) Function






C program is made up of many functions.
The function main ( ) is required in all C programs.
We will use main ( ) at the beginning of all programs to inform compiler to indicate
start of the program.
No semicolon should be given after the main( )
Here the main() does not return any value so, we use void keyword before main()
If you not written void before main () it will show an error “function should return a
value” at the time of execution

Braces pair { }





Braces pair { } encloses the body by function main ( ).
Braces pair { } encloses the body of other functions.
Braces pair { } encloses the body of the loops, statements such as if-else, switch etc.
For every opening brace { there must matching closing brace }

Declaration of variables and constants
int a = 10, b = 20, c;
 This line declares the two constant values a=10 and b=20, as well as variable c of the
type integer (we used keyword int).
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a=10 and b=20 uses assignment operator =.
Here value 10 (at the right side of =) is assigned to variable a (at the left side of =)
similar case for the b=20.
The declaration line must separate all constant, variables by comma
The declaration line must be ended by semicolon.

Expression
c=a+b;
 The value of expression a+b (at the right side of =) is assigned to variable c
(at the left side of =)
 Every expression must be terminated by semicolon

clrscr ();




Clear screen – this function will clear the console screen
It helps to show only current program execution output any previous contents on
the screen are cleared.
Requires #include <conio.h> declared.

printf (“Addition of a & b is = %d”,c);







printf() is a formatted output function used to display output on console screen
“Addition of a & b is = %d” – This is message part that we want to display on output
screen
%d – is format specifier used for integer values.
o In this case the value of the variable c will be placed on position of %d at final
output
o Since we are displaying the value of c and c is having its type as int at
declaration line hence we are using %d in the printf()
o Other format specifier are as follows:
You can print or display any message as like above by enclosing it into the pair of
double quotes “your message”.
All alphabets (lowercase, capital), digits, special symbols can be part of your
message only thing is that it must enclosed in double quotes ““.
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Table Format Specifier
Format
Specifier
%d
%f
%c
%s
%ld
%lf
%Lf
%u

Value Type
Integer value
Float value
Character value
String value
Long integer value
Double value
Long double values
Unsigned value

getch(); - get character



If you not written this in your program the console output screen will not steadily
visible to you.
The prototype #include<conio.h> must be defined in your program otherwise
getch(); will prompt you an error at time of execution.

 Each line in the program is a statement or expression that must be terminated by a
semicolon;
 The statement itself can be written anywhere in a line.
 More than one statement can be on a line as a semicolon separates them.
It is a good practice to write one statement per line.
 Your program should be properly indented, neatly written

IDE, Eclipse for C Program development









An Integrated Development Environment (IDE) is a software application that provides
comprehensive facilities to computer programmers for software development.
An IDE normally consists of a source code editor, build automation tools and a
debugger.
This typically provides many features for authoring, modifying, compiling, deploying and
debugging software.
Most modern IDEs have intelligent code completion.
IDEs present a single program in which all development is done.
Ex. Some IDEs, such as Eclipse and NetBeans etc.
Most modern IDEs are graphical, text-based IDEs
Some IDEs are dedicated to a specific programming language, allowing a feature set that
most closely matches the programming paradigms of the language. However, there are
many multiple-language IDEs.
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Eclipse

 Eclipse is an integrated development environment (IDE) used in computer





programming, and is the most widely used Java IDE.
Eclipse is written mostly in Java and its primary use is for developing Java
applications, but it may also be used to develop applications in other programming
languages via plug-ins, including Ada, ABAP, C, C++, C# etc.
Eclipse CDT is used for C/C++.
The Eclipse CDT is an Eclipse plug-in that transforms Eclipse into a powerful C/C++
IDE.
Eclipse software development kit (SDK) is free and open-source software, released
under the terms of the Eclipse Public License.
Different versions of Eclipse have been given different science-related names

Figure. Versions of Eclipse
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Eclipse Installation
For installation you need following:



Eclipse
We're using the CDT C/C++ Development Toolkit (CDT), which is a plug-in to Eclipse,
so of course you need Eclipse.



Java Runtime Environment (JRE)
We're building a C++ application, but we're using Eclipse. Eclipse is a Java application
itself, so it Environment (JRE). Which requires a JRE of V1.4 or higher.



GNU C/C++ Development tools – (Compiler)
The CDT uses the standard GNU C/C++ tools for compiling your code, building your
project, and applications. These tools are GNU Compiler Collection (GCC) for C/C++.

Basic Terms used in eclipse software:








Workspaces:
Workspaces are directories that the Eclipse IDE stores information and files
associated with one or more projects, typically grouping related projects together.
Projects:
Projects contain and manage programs that are to be combined together to create a
single executable program (or a library). Typically one creates a new project for each
programming task rather than re-using existing projects.
Source file:
This is (.c) file where you edit your program.
Build
This command compiles your program.
Run
This command executes your program.
Debug
This command used for debugging your program.
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Algorithm
Before explaining the algorithm the some basic things need to be explained they are as
follows:
 Data- Collection of records, information
 Instruction – Command given to the program
 Program- Set of Instruction used to perform typical task.
 Programming Language- The language used to write, edit, compile,
execute (run) the program. Ex. C, C++, Java etc.
An Algorithm is the systematic generalize step by step procedure to write the program.
 Typically, an algorithm consist of general operation steps that steps we can use
for writing the programs in any of the programming languages.
 The generalize steps of an algorithm can be converted to respective program
instruction according to programming language’s syntax and semantics.
 Every programming language uses its own notation of program writing.
 Every good programmer will first think of an algorithm regarding which
operation he has to perform in the program before writing actual program.
 An algorithm helps programmer to understand the operation to be
performed in the program.
 Decision making will be easier from the algorithm
 An algorithm gives logic of program
Ex. Generalize Operation:
Suppose we want to perform simple addition of two
a = 10 and b = 20 we will get result 30. Finally we will display result c = 30

numbers

Algorithm: (Algorithm 1)
Step1:
Step2:
Step3:
Step4:
Step5:
Step6:

Start
Read values a=10, b=20
Declare c
Perform addition c = a + b
Display result by using c.
Stop
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Flowchart
Flowchart is the graphical representation of an algorithm or programming steps.
The following notations are used for drawing flowchart:
1. Start / Stop

for start / Stop of program

2. Calculation Box

For showing calculation

3. Input / Output

For showing input / output data

4. Decision Box

For showing decision

5. Arrow

used to show the links

6. Connectors

used in flowchart connection

Figure. Flowchart for algorithm 1
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Simple steps to make a flowchart:
1. Determine the purpose or function of the flowchart
2. Add steps and connect them with arrows
3. Add decisions or split paths
4. Show any loops back to previous steps
5. Share your flowchart
A good flowchart should communicate a process clearly and effectively. When starting out,
it's a good idea to focus on a couple of things.
Here are some of the ways flowcharts are used today.


Project planning



Program or system design



Process documentation



Audit a process for inefficiencies or malfunctions



Map computer algorithms



Documenting workflow
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UNIT 2: TYPES, OPERATORS AND EXPRESSIONS
Character set
The character set includes alphabets, digits, special symbol that are used in
writing the c programs they are as follows:
Alphabets
Digits
Special Symbols

Capital A - to- Z
& Small a - to - z
0 to 9 (Zero to Nine)
~`!@#$%^&*()_-+=|\,-*+:;“‘,./

Keywords





The keywords are the predefined words whose meaning already explained to the
compiler
The keywords are also called as “Reserved Word”.
You can’t use those words for writing variables, constants or any other names in c
program.
There are 32 Keywords in C programming language. They are as follows:

Figure. Keywords used in the C programming language

Constants



Constant is an entity which does not change during execution of program. The value
assigned to will be fixed throughout the program
Ex.
int a=10, b=20; /*integer constant*/
Float d=11.50; /*Real constant*/
char ch= ‘P’;
/*character constant*/
In this case a fixed value 10 assigned to ‘a’ and value 20 is assigned to ‘b’ which
will not change during the program execution (both values are of type integer each
requires 2 bytes or 16 bits memory space).Similarly, the value 11.50 assigned to variable
‘d’ which is of type float requires 4 bytes of memory space. Also variable ch is assigned
with value ‘ P ’ of type character requires 1 byte of memory space.
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Figure. Memory space utilization by constants for above example


The constants are of the following types
1. Primary Constants: Primary constants are again classified as integer (int), Real
constants (float), Character constant (char).
These are explained in data types.
2. Secondary constants: Secondary constants are again divided into array, String,
Structure, Union, Enum etc. Secondary constants are also called as derived
constants because they are taking the help of the primary constants for
declaration.

Variables






A variable is an entity which changes during the execution of program
A variable is a name given to memory location in which data of a certain type can be
stored.
The contents of a variable can change
User defined variables must be declared before they can be used in a program.
During the declaration the actual memory for the variable is reserved.
All variables in C must be declared before use.
Declaration of variables
General Syntax:
Data type v1, v2… vn;
Ex.

int a, b, c;
float d;
In the above program1 of addition we have declare the statement
int a=10, b=20, c;
c = a + b;
Here, we are defining constants a=10 and b=20 of the type integer. Similarly , we are
declaring the variable c of type integer see carefully here we have not assigned any
value to the c variable the value of expression a+b is dynamically assigned to variable c
at the time of execution of program
Rules:
 The variable name can be combination of alphabets, digits, and underscore
 Always start with alphabets or underscore _ symbol
 Alphabets can be in capital or lower case
 Variable name should not start with number
 Maximum length allowed is 32 characters
 No keyword names allowed in variable declaration
 No special symbols allowed except underscore _
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 Examples
Example
AbCd123
Ab_cd_12
_xyz
1abcd
Abc$
xyz#
long
ab cd

Status
Valid
Valid
Valid
Invalid
Invalid
Invalid
Invalid
Invalid

Reason for either valid / invalid
Combination of alphabet, digit
Combination of alphabet, digit underscore
Starting with underscore
Starting with number
Special symbol used
# is preprocessor directive symbol
Keyword
Blank space between ab and cd

Data Types:

A] Integer:






These are whole numbers, both positive and negative, if sign not mentioned
them assumed positive as default.
The keyword used to define integers is int
It must contain at-least one digit , no decimal point is allowed in declaration
Range(Turbo C 16 bit compiler ) :
-32768 to +32767








No blank spaces or commas allowed in declaration.
Consumes 2 bytes of memory space for variable declare
Format specifier is %d.
Integer can be of another type called as short and long, both are keywords.
short int (2 bytes required, format specifier is %d) and
long int (4 bytes required format specifier is %ld, -2147483648 to +2147483647)
Ex.
int a=10,bigger;
short int big;
long int biggest;
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B] Float:









These are numbers which contain fractional parts, both positive and negative,
and can be written in scientific notation, default sign is positive..
The keyword used to define floating point values is float
It must consist of decimal point
Consumes 4 bytes of memory space
Format specifier is %f
No blank spaces and commas allowed in declaration.
Range for Turbo C compiler:
-3.4e38 to + 3.4e38





Before ‘e’ the part called as mantissa after ‘e’ called as exponent
Float can be of another type called as double and long double, both are
keywords.
double (8 bytes required, format specifier is %lf, -1.7e308 to +1.7e308) and
long double (10 bytes required format specifier is %Lf, -1.7e4932 to +1.7e4932).
Ex.
float c=11.50, small;
double medium;
long double larger;

C] Character:










These are single character
The character value may be small letter or capital value
It must enclosed into the ‘ ‘ single quotes.
The keyword used to define character is char
Consumes 1 byte of memory space.
Format specifier is %c
Group of Characters is called as string which is enclosed into “ “ double quotes
Ex.
char ch= ’P’;

 Array: It is collection of objects of same type, Array elements stored in continuous
memory Location
Ex. int a [5]; /*array of 5 elements whose name is ‘a’ and type is integer */
 Structure: It is collection of objects of different type.
Ex.
struct student
{ int rollno=10;
float marks=10.5;
};
 Union: It is collection of objects of different type. The difference between structure and
union is that, union uses shared memory for variables while structure assigns separate
memory to variables
 Enumeration: It is user defined data type allow user to create own data type values.
Ex. enum day {Sunday, Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday};
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Defining Symbolic Constants











Names given to values that cannot be changed.
Implemented with the #define preprocessor directive.
Examples:
#define N 3000
#define FALSE 0
#define PI 3.14159
#define FIGURE "triangle"
Before the program compiled, the # preprocessor directive will replace the
symbol names with their values which is defined previously
All # statements are processed first, and the symbols (like N) which occur in the
C program are replaced by their value (like 3000). Once this substitution has
taken place by the preprocessor, the program is then compiled.
Note that preprocessor statements begin with a # symbol, and are not
terminated by a semicolon.
Generally, listed at the beginning of the source file.
In general, preprocessor constants are written in UPPERCASE to enhance
program readability and reuse.
In the program itself, values cannot be assigned to symbolic constants.

Operators used in C programming language
The following are the different types of the operators
A. Arithmetic operators ( + - * / % )
B. Relational operators ( < > <= >= == != )
C. Logical operators ( && || ^ )
D. Increment and Decrement operators ( ++ -- )
E. Assignment operators ( = )
F. Bitwise Operator ( & | ^ ~ << >>)
G. Conditional operators ( ? : )
Arithmetic Operators

Operator
+
*
/
%

Meaning
Addition
Subtraction
Multiplication
Division (Gives Quotient after division)
Modulus (Gives Remainder after division)
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These operators are used to perform the various arithmetic operations such as
addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, and modulus.
The division operator gives quotient after division while the modulus operator
gives remainder after the division.
Ex.

float a=4.0,b=2.0, c;
c=a/b;
/* gives output 2.0 because quotient is 2.0*/
c=a%b;
/* gives output 0 because remainder is zero */

Relational Operators
Operator

Meaning

<
>
<=
>=
==
!=

Less than
Greater than
Less than equal to
Greater than equal to
Equal to
Not equal to

These operators are used to check relation between the values the above table
shows various relational operators.
[Note: Here confusion may occur in equal to operator (==) and assignment operator
(=) both having different meaning in c programming.
Equal to operator just check equality while the assignment operator assigns the
value which is at right of = sign to the variable at left side of = sign.
Logical Operators

Operator

Meaning

&&
||
!

Logical AND
Logical OR
Logical NOT



The logical AND operator (&&) evaluates the truth or falseness of pairs of
expressions. If both expressions are true, the logical AND operator returns 1.
Otherwise, the operator returns 0.
 However, the logical OR operator (||) returns 1 if at least one of the expressions is
true. The || operator returns 0 if both expressions are false.
 Only one operand (or expression) can be taken by the logical negation operator (!). If
the operand is true, the (!) Operator returns 0; otherwise, the operator returns 1.
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Increment / Decrement Operators
Operator







Meaning

++
Increment
-Decrement
In C, specialized operators have been set aside for the incrementing and
decrementing of integer variables.
The increment and decrement operators are ++ and -- respectively they will
increment or decrement the value of associated variable by 1 only.
The increment / decrement operators may be of prefix (before variable) or postfix
form (after variable)
 Prefix form:
Ex. Assuming i as variable
++i;
is equivalent to
i=i+1;
--i;
is equivalent to
i=i-1;
 Postfix form:
i++;
is equivalent to
i=i+1;
i--;
is equivalent to
i=i-1;
The difference between prefix and postfix forms observed when these operators are
used as part of a larger expression or in the value assignment case.
 If (++i) is used in an expression, ‘i’ is incremented before the expression is
evaluated.
 If (i++) is used in an expression, ‘i’ is incremented after the expression is
evaluated.
 Ex. Assume that the integer variables i is initialize to value 5
Then in the following statement
x=++i; /* Gives output i=6 and x=6 */
and the statement,
x=i++; /* Gives output i=6 but x=5 because here we are
applying the increment operators after variable name ‘i’ */
 Ex. Assume the variables m and n initialized to 0, then
a=++m + ++n;
/*output m=1, n=1, and a=2 */
Whereas in this form of the statement
a=m++ + n++;
/* output m=1,n=1, and a=0 */
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Assignment Operators










Operator

Meaning

=
a+=b
a-=b
a*=b
a/=b
a%=b

Value Assignment
a=a+b
a=a-b
a=a*b
a=a/b
a=a%b

General Syntax

Variable name = expression;

The assignment operator is simple (=) sign.
It is used to assign values to a variable
In above example a and b are variables
Expression may be a variable, a value, literals and operators combination.
The assignment operation always takes from right to left
Ex.
a=5;
/* Value 5 is assigned to variable ‘a’ */
a=5+10;
/* Value 15 is assigned to variable ‘a’ */
a=5+b;
/* Value 5 is added with the value of ‘b’ the resulting value
assigned to variable ‘a’ */
a=b+c;
/* value of ‘b’ added with ‘c’ the result assigned to ‘a’ */
a=(x*x + y*y)/2
/*result of expression assigned to ‘a’ */
The shortcut can be possible with assignment operators like,
a=a+b;
/* this can be written as a+=b; see table for other shortcut*/

Bitwise Operator
Operator

Meaning

&
Bitwise AND
|
Bitwise OR
^
Bitwise XOR
~
Bitwise Complement
<<
Left Shift
>>
Right Shift
Using C you can access and manipulate the bits in the variables you can perform bitwise
AND, OR, XOR, Complement operation as well right shifting and left shifting of bits.
Ex.
int a=12, b=8,c;
c=a&b;
This will perform AND operation like as follows:
a = 12 =
00001100
b=8 =
&00001000
c=8 =
00001000
 Both operands must be of same data-type
 AND operator used to check particular bit is ON/OFF
 OR operator is used to put particular bit ON
[Notes prepared by Pramod A. Dharmadhikari]
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Table Truth table for AND, OR, XOR

Input

Output

a

b

AND

OR

XOR

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

1

1

1

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

Shift Operator

 Right Shift (>>) - It will shift the bits of operand towards right; the blanks are created
on left side which are filled by zero(s). In general declared as
Variable >> number of bits
Ex. int a; /*assume we have given value a=8 */
a>>1;
8 = 0000000000001000
0000000000000100 = 4
Ex. a >> 3 would shift all bits in a three places to the right. Similarly, a >> 5 would
shift all bits 5 places to the right.
Ex. if the variable a contains the bit pattern 11010111, then, a >> 1 would give
01101011 and a>> 2 would give 00110101.
 Left Shift (<<) - It will shift the bits of operand towards left; the blanks are created
on right side which are filled by zero(s). In general declared as:
Variable << number of bits
Ex. int a; /*assume we have given value a=2 */
A<<1;
8 = 0000000000000100
0000000000000010 = 2
Conditional Operators

General Syntax
Operator

Meaning

? :

Conditional Operator

(Condition)? true : False
or
(Expression1)? Expression2 : Expression3

In the conditional operator we are writing three expression, the first expression1
is always a condition which is to be checked, if this condition is true then expression2
will be selected as output, if the condition is false then expression3 will be selected as
output.
Ex.
int a=10,b=5;
(a>b)? printf(“a is larger”) : printf(“b is larger”);
In this case output will be
a is larger
[Notes prepared by Pramod A. Dharmadhikari]
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Precedence and Associativity of Operators





The precedence of operators determines the order in which operations are
performed in an expression.
Operators with higher precedence or priority are employed first.
If two operators in an expression have the same precedence or priority,
associativity determines the direction in which the expression will be evaluated.
C has a built-in operator hierarchy to determine the precedence of operators.
Operators higher up in the following diagram have higher precedence.
The associativity is also shown below.
Table Operator’s precedence and associativity
Operator

Associatively

!
Logical NOT
++ -R to L
*/%
L to R
+L to R
< > <= >=
L to R
== !=
L to R
&&
L to R
||
L to R
=
R to L
Evolution of expressions


Arithmetic expressions
Ex. Example shows how the following expression is evaluated
1+2*3-4
1+6-4
7-4
3



Expressions enclosed in parentheses are evaluated first.
Example:
(1 + 2) * (3 - 4)
3 * -1
-3



Suppose we want to write expression 2x-3y then, in C it can be written as
(2*x) - (3*y)
Here the brackets are evaluated first then further operation is performed

[Notes prepared by Pramod A. Dharmadhikari]
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UNIT 3: CONTROL FLOW
Statements and blocks - If-else, else-if, switch statements
In the most general sense, a statement is a part of your program that can be executed. That is,
a statement specifies an action. C categorizes statements into these groups:
• Selection
• Iteration
• Jump
• Label
• Expression
• Block
The selection statements are if and switch. (The term conditional statement is often used in
place of selection statement.)
The iteration statements are while,for, and do - while. These are also commonly called loop
statements.
The jump statements are break, continue, goto, and return.
The label statements discussed with goto.
The Expression statements are statements composed of a valid expression.
Block statements are simply blocks of code. (A block begins with a {and ends with a }.)
Block statements are also referred to as compound statements.
While writing the program we can use decision making statement by using any of the following:
 If-else statement (with different combination)
Decision - Either if part or else part is executed
 Switch Statement
Decision – One of the matching cases is selected out of available cases or default case
considered
 goto, break, continue statement
Decision - compiler jumps to specific labeled instruction, come out of loop and continue
loop from beginning respectively
 Looping conditions can also be possible with
 While loop
 Do while loop
 For loop
Block of statements repeatedly executed by compiler, until condition becomes false

[Notes prepared by Pramod A. Dharmadhikari]
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if statement

General Syntax

General Syntax

if (condition)

if (condition)
statement;
else
statement;

{
Statement1;
Statement2;
}

The above syntax shows the general use of if statement.
 if and else are keywords
 Here if the condition is true then only the statement (s) will be executed by compiler
 Multiple statements can be enclosed into the { } pair of braces.
 Give semicolon (;) after statement only,
 Do not give semicolon after the condition.

if –else Statement
General Syntax
if (condition)
{ Statement1;
Statement2;
}
else
{ Statement1;
Statement2;
}

If block statements
Executed when condition true
Else block statements
Executed when condition False

The above syntax shows the general use of if-else statement.
 When the condition is true then statement(s) related to the if block are executed
 If condition becomes false then statement(s)related to else block are executed
 Multiple statements can be enclosed into the { } pair of braces.

[Notes prepared by Pramod A. Dharmadhikari]
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/* Program for simple if-else statement */
#include<stdio.h>
#include<conio.h>
void main()
{
int a=10, b=20;
clrscr();
if(a>b)
printf ("\n a is bigger ");
else
printf ("\n b is bigger");
getch();
}

Figure. Output of the above program




Output of program - b is bigger
This is statement of else part which is directly executed because condition (a>b)
becomes false since value of a=10 is lesser than value of b=20

Nested if-else





When we declare another if-else statements inside the body of main if-else then it is
called as nested if-else structure
There should not else part without if (At-least one main if required)
Matching of pair of braces { } is necessary for if and else blocks
You can use another format as given below
General Syntax
if (condition)
Statement;
else
{
if (condition)
Statement;
else
{
Statement;
Statement;
}
}

[Notes prepared by Pramod A. Dharmadhikari]

General Syntax
if (condition)
{
if(condition)
Statement;
else
{
Statement;
Statement;
}
else
Statement;

else-if clause
if (condition)
Statement;
else if(condition)
Statement;
else if(condition)
Statement;
else
Statement;
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/* Program for nested if-else statement */
#include<stdio.h>
#include<conio.h>
void main()
{
int s1,s2,s3,s4,s5;
float percentage;
clrscr();
printf("enter marks in five subject");
scanf("%d%d%d%d%d",&s1,&s2,&s3,&s4,&s5);
percentage=(s1+s2+s3+s4+s5)*100/500;
if(percentage>=60)
printf("First division");
else
{
if(percentage<=59 && percentage>=50)
printf("Second division");
else if(percentage<=49&& percentage>=40)
printf("passed");
else
printf("fail");
}
getch();
}

Figure. Different outputs on multiple execution

[Notes prepared by Pramod A. Dharmadhikari]
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else –if clause


There is one more way in which we can write program. This involves usage of else if
blocks as shown below:
/* Program for nested else-if clause statement */
#include<stdio.h>
#include<conio.h>
void main()
{
clrscr();
int m1=65, m2=68, m3=69, m4=64, m5=63, per = 5 ;
per = ( m1+ m2 + m3 + m4+ m5 ) / per ;
if ( per >= 60 )
printf ( "First division" ) ;
else if ( per >= 50 )
printf ( "Seconddivision" ) ;
else if ( per >= 40 )
printf ( "Thirddivision" ) ;
else
printf ( "fail" ) ;
getch();
}

Figure. Output of program

[Notes prepared by Pramod A. Dharmadhikari]
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Switch Statement









switch statement allow us to select any one case among available cases
switch statement only test for matching value in expression
Case values should be unique. Can be defines with keyword case
Case value should not be decimal or floating point
Each case must terminate with break except default; break is used to come out of the
switch statement.
If we write character in the expression then that will internally taken as integer
switch, case, default, break are keywords
The switch statement works as follows:
 Expression is evaluated.
 A match is checked between this expression value and the case values.
If a match is found, execute the statements for that case.
 If a match is not found, execute the default statement.
 Terminate switch when a break statement is encountered.

General Syntax
switch(integer expression)
{
case constant1:
Statement1;
break;
case constant2:
Statement2;
break;

. . . . .
default:
Statement;
}

[Notes prepared by Pramod A. Dharmadhikari]
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/* Program for switch statement */
#include<stdio.h>
#include<conio.h>
void main()
{
int choice;
clrscr();
printf("\nEnter Your Choice:");
scanf("%d",&choice);
switch(choice)
{
case 1: printf("\nMonday ");
break;
case 2: printf("\nTuesday”);
break;
case 3:printf("\nWednesday”);
break;
case 4:printf("\nThursday");
break;
case 5:printf("\nFriday");
break;
case 6:printf("\nSaturday");
break;
case 7:printf("\nSunday");
break;
default: printf("\n Wrong choice!");
}
getch();
}

Since, we have entered value ‘1’ so case 1 will be executed only and message “SUNDAY”
will be displayed.

Since, we have entered value ‘2’ so case 2 will be executed only and message “Monday”
will be displayed.

Since, we have entered value ‘9’ so default case will be executed only and message
“Enter the correct value” will be displayed.
Figure. Output of above program on multiple executions
[Notes prepared by Pramod A. Dharmadhikari]
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While loop



The while loop provides a mechanism for repeating C statements while a condition is
true.
while is a keyword, the general syntax is as follows:

Body of while loop







General Syntax
Initialization of condition variable;
while(condition)
{
Statement;
Expression;
increment/decrement variable;
}

STEPS:
 Firstly we need to initialize the value of condition variable means we
need to declare starting value for variable; the value can be accepted by
any previous expression also.
 Condition is checked for loop execution
 Body of loop will be executed, it includes statements, expressions,
variable value increment/decrement statement
 While loop will repeatedly execute the statements written in the body of
loop until condition becomes false.
 Compulsory we need to increment/decrement value of variables to
update the condition statement
Do not give semicolon (;) after the condition otherwise loop will not work.
The statements may be any c statement or it may be expression or any function
statement like printf(), scanf() they are repeatedly executed when condition is true. All
must be ended with semicolon.
Ex. Suppose we want to display the numbers from 0 to 9, with normal way to display 10
values we will require 10 printf() statements to avoid such situations we will use while
loop inside the body of loop we will write only one printf() statement and that will
repeatedly executed by loop condition.
The program below illustrate the use of while loop, here body statements of while loop
i.e. printf(“\t%d\n”,n); and n++; repeatedly executed until while (n<=9) condition is
true.

[Notes prepared by Pramod A. Dharmadhikari]
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/*Program to understand use of while loop */
#include<stdio.h>
#include<conio.h>
void main()
{
int n=0;
clrscr();
while(n<=9)
{
printf("\n\t%d\n",n);
n++;
}
getch();
}

Fig. Output of above Program

Fig. Flowchart for the above program

[Notes prepared by Pramod A. Dharmadhikari]
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Do-While Loop



The do-while loop having similar functionality as while loop
Here do and while are keywords, the general syntax is as follows
General Syntax
Initialization of condition variable;
do
{
Statement;
Expression;
increment/decrement variable;
}
while(condition);



STEPS:
 Firstly we need to initialize the value of condition variable means we
need to declare starting value for variable; the value can be accepted by
any previous expression also.
 Body of loop will be executed, it includes statements, expressions,
variable value increment/decrement statement
 Condition is checked for loop execution
 While loop will repeatedly execute the statements written in the body of
do part until condition becomes false.
 Compulsory we need to increment/decrement value of variables to
update the condition statement
/*Program to show use of do-while loop */
#include<stdio.h>
#include<conio.h>
void main()
{
int n=0;
clrscr();
do
{
printf("\t%d\n",n);
n++;
}
while(n<=9);
getch();

Fig. Output of above program

We have declared value n=0, the numbers from 0 to 9 will be displayed by the
statements written in the body of do statement until while condition is true.

[Notes prepared by Pramod A. Dharmadhikari]
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Important difference between while and do-while loops are as follows:
While loop
Keyword - while
Condition written and checked
before statements
At beginning If condition is false
loop will not start
No semicolon(;) after condition

Do-while loop
Keywords – do and while
Condition written and checked after
statements
Atleast one iteration of loop
statements will be executed
Semicolon (;) given after condition

Ex. Program using while loop
main( )
{
while(5<1)
printf(“Hello \n”);
}

In this example the printf() will not be executed at all since
the condition fails at the first time itself.

Now let’s now write the same program using a do-while loop.
main( )
{
do
{
printf (“Hello \n”);
} while (5<1);
}

Here the printf() will execute ateast once since the
condition is checked after the statements.
You will get one “Hello” message. Even though condition is
false

[Notes prepared by Pramod A. Dharmadhikari]
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For loop



The for loop having similar functionality as while, do-while loop; the difference is that,
initialization, condition check and increment/decrement will be written on same single
line
Here for is keywords, the general syntax is as follows:

Body of for loop





General Syntax
for(initialization; condition; increment/decrement)
{
Statement;
Expression;
}

Initialization , condition, increment/decrement must be separated by the (;) semicolon
Only two semicolons required (after initialization and after condition do not give after
the increment/decrement).
STEPS:
 Firstly we need to initialize the value of condition variable means we
need to declare starting value for variable; the value can be accepted by
any previous expression also.
 You can do multiple variable initializations.
 Condition is checked for loop execution
 Body of loop will be executed, it includes statements, expressions
 for loop will repeatedly execute the statements written in the body until
condition becomes false.
 Compulsory we need to increment/decrement value of variables to
update the condition statement

/*Program to show use of for loop */
#include<stdio.h>
#include<conio.h>
void main()
{
int n;
clrscr();
for(n=0;n<=9;++n)
{
printf("\t%d\n",n);
}
getch();
}

[Notes prepared by Pramod A. Dharmadhikari]
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Ex. The above program written to display numbers from 0 to 9 using for loop.
Here we have written the program code by writing the initialization statement n=0; condition
statement n<=9; and incrementation statement ++n;
The statements written in the body of for loop repeatedly executed until the condition
becomes false.

Flowchart:

Figure. Flowchart for above program

[Notes prepared by Pramod A. Dharmadhikari]
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Nested for loop:
When we declare the for loop inside the body of another for loop it is called as nested
for loop. The insider loop is called as inner for loop and the outsider for loop is called as outer
for loop. The general syntax is as follows:

Body of
outer for
loop

General Syntax
for(initialization; condition; increment/decrement)
{
for(initialization; condition; increment/decrement)
{
Statements;
Expressions;
}
}

Body of
inner for
loop

/*Program to show use of continue statement
#include<stdio.h>
#include<conio.h>
void main ()
{
int i,j;
clrscr();
for (i=1;i<=2;i++)
{
for (j=1;j<=2;j++)
{
if(i==j)
continue;
printf("%d%d\n",i,j);
}
}
getch();
}

Output of the program

The above program shows use of nested for loop here, we have declared two for loop
(one inside body of another for loop)
Continue Statement
The continue statement usually declared inside the body of loop like for loop, while loop,
do while loop etc. (continue is keyword.)
When the compiler execute continue statement the control automatically transfer to the
beginning of the loop. The statements below continue statement will not execute in that
iteration of loop instead loop will resume execution from beginning.
Ex. The above program gives example for continue statement (nested for loop program).

[Notes prepared by Pramod A. Dharmadhikari]
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Break statement







break is a keyword used to exit the loop or decision statement.
Whenever the break statement is executed the compiler simply quits its looping
and decision making and come out of the loop or decision statement.
Compiler will execute the next instruction after the loop or decision statement
You can use break statement in the if-else statement, switch statement, for loop,
while, do-while loop etc.
break use is compulsory in switch statement to select only one case from
available cases
/* Program for showing use of break statement */
#include<stdio.h>
#include<conio.h>
void main()
{
int i;
clrscr();
for(i=0; i<10; i++)
{
if(i==5)
break;
printf("\ni=%d",i);
}
getch();
}

Output of the program

In this program we have given initial value of i=0 and we wish to continue printing value of i<10
this is written with for loop statement
for(i=0;i<10;i++)
Now, see inside the body of for loop we are checking condition whether the value of i==5.When
this condition becomes true the working of for loop will break intermediately; compiler will
come out of for loop and execute next statement below loop because of that we get
output values from i=0 to i=4
[Note: here loop will not continue upto <10 or 9 simply it break the loop operation when
i==5]
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goto statement, Label Statement




The goto statement requires a label for operation.
A label is a valid identifier followed by a colon.
Furthermore, the label must be in the same function as the goto that uses it— you
cannot jump between functions. The general form of the goto statement is
General Syntax
goto label;
statement;
statement;
---label : statement;





Avoid goto keyword! - One of the reasons that programs become unreliable,
unreadable, and hard to debug. And yet many programmers not using goto statement.
The big problem with goto is that when we do use them we can never be sure how we
got to a certain point in our code.
In a difficult programming situation it seems so easy to use a goto to take the control
where you want. However, almost always, there is a more elegant way of writing the
same program using if, for, while and switch. These constructs are far more logical and
easy to understand.
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